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Maono DM30RGB Gaming Microphone (White)
The Maono DM30RGB is an elegant, white microphone designed to deliver unparalleled sound quality while maintaining a stylish gaming
character.  With advanced sound and lighting customization options, a convenient voice and volume control  knob, integrated equalizer
settings, and plug-and-play simplicity, the DM30RGB is the perfect choice for gaming enthusiasts and content creators. Functionality and
style that translate into better gaming and online communication experiences.
 
Lighting and Sound Personalization
The  DM30RGB  offers  an  impressive  range  of  customization  options  available  through  intuitive  manufacturer  software.  Users  can
customize the microphone's lighting, choosing from 7 colors and 5 gradients, which not only enhances the gaming setup but also adds
character  to  the  published  video  materials.  Sound  configuration  options  allow  for  optimizing  each  recording  session,  offering  both
standard and advanced settings for excellent clarity and background noise reduction.
 
Sound Control at Your Fingertips
The  intelligent  knob  placed  on  the  microphone  is  a  true  revolution  in  audio  control.  It  allows  for  instant  sound  pickup  disabling,
microphone sensitivity adjustment, and headphone volume control. This user-friendly solution ensures smooth communication and quick
response to dynamically changing situations in the game or during live streaming.
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Crisp Sound with Advanced Equalizer Settings
The  Maono  DM30RGB  microphone  is  equipped  with  four  predefined  equalizer  settings  that  effectively  eliminate  unwanted  ambient
sounds and sharpen the user's voice. This is crucial during gaming sessions or live streams, where message clarity is key. These settings
are easy to use and tailored to different usage scenarios.
 
Sturdy Mount Stability
Anti-slip stickers on the base provide stability to the microphone and reduce device movement during intense action. Additionally, the
ability to adjust the microphone's tilt angle on the stand allows for optimal sound pickup direction, which is incredibly useful in various
gaming and streaming setups. Compatibility with ⅜" and ⅝" threads is another advantage that enhances the versatility of this model.
 
Seamless Integration and Durability
The Plug-and-Play technology that characterizes the Maono DM30RGB microphone makes the device ready to work right out of the box
when  connected  via  USB-C  or  mini  jack  3.5mm  port.  The  absence  of  the  need  for  additional  driver  installation  is  a  convenience
appreciated  by  all  users.  The  metal  casing  not  only  gives  the  microphone  an  elegant  look  but  also  increases  its  durability,  which  is
important for daily use. The aforementioned cardioid sound pickup, focusing on the front source, guarantees that the user's voice will
always be at the center of attention.
 
 
Specification
Brand Maono Model DM30RGB Color White Ports USB-C, mini jack 3.5mmType Cardioid 

Preço:

€ 51.00

Jogos, Microphones
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